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A B S T R A C T
What constraints arise when translating successful NGO programs to improve public services in developing
countries into government policy? We report on a randomized trial embedded within a nationwide reform
of teacher hiring in Kenyan government primary schools. New teachers offered a ﬁxed-term contract by an
international NGO signiﬁcantly raised student test scores, while teachers offered identical contracts by the
Kenyan government produced zero impact. Observable differences in teacher characteristics explain little
of this gap. Instead, data suggests that bureaucratic and political opposition to the contract reform led to
implementation delays and a differential interpretation of identical contract terms. Additionally, contract
features that produced larger learning gains in both the NGO and government treatment arms were not
adopted by the government outside of the experimental sample.
© 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
A large share of children in low income countries learn little in primary school and complete their education lacking even basic reading,
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writing and arithmetic skills. There is growing descriptive as well
as experimental evidence that low teacher effort can, at least partly,
account for this policy failure and that by incentivizing teachers, for
example by linking payments or tenure to performance, teacher effort
could be raised and student learning outcomes could be signiﬁcantly
improved.1
Contract teacher programs – where new teachers are hired in
an effort to reduce class sizes at wages below civil service levels,
often under direct control of local schools, and without civil service tenure protections – are a case in point. A number of contract
teacher trials, implemented across the developing world, have documented signiﬁcant improvement in student learning outcomes at
relatively low cost, thus making them a prime example of programs

1
For primarily descriptive evidence on low teacher effort, see Chaudhury et al.
(2006) and Bold et al. (2016). For experimental evidence on raising teacher effort, see
Duﬂo et al. (2012), Duﬂo et al. (2015), Glewwe et al. (2010), and Muralidharan and
Sundararaman (2011) and (2013). For recent reviews of the experimental evidence
on ways to improve the quality of education, see Kremer et al. (2013), Krishnaratne
et al. (2013), McEwan (2015), Conn (2014), and Glewwe and Muralidharan (2015).
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to be recommended for countries with limited public resources to
spend on education.2
Despite this evidence, however, questions remain whether similar positive effects can be realized when such incentive programs
are operated at scale and transposed from NGO to government
implementation. We hypothesize that both scale and government
implementation will change the incentives provided by otherwise
identical contract structures. Politics are a major channel for this
effect. While employing a small number of contract teachers at
wages far below civil service salaries may not provoke serious political opposition, large-scale implementation, absent other complementary policy changes, may face political resistance from vested
interests (e.g. teacher unions) who will prevent government from
exercising the de jure ﬂexibility of teacher contracts. State capacity may be an equally important constraint. In settings with weak
public monitoring systems, it is unclear whether interventions predicated on the operation of dynamic incentives can be eﬃciently
implemented and enforced by government bureaucrats.3,4
In this paper we investigate these issues using experimental data
from the pilot phase of a nationwide contract teacher program in
Kenya that eventually employed 18,000 contract teachers. We estimate the effectiveness of contract teachers under the management
of the Kenyan government and compare it to contract teachers managed by an NGO. From a sample of 192 government primary schools
spanning all eight Kenyan provinces, 64 were randomly assigned to
the control group, 64 to receive a contract teacher as part of the
government program, and 64 to receive a contract teacher under
the coordination of the local aﬃliate of an international NGO, World
Vision Kenya.
To study the loss of ﬁdelity when moving from an NGO pilot to
a large-scale government program, we also experimentally varied
other features of teacher contracts in addition to the implementing agency. In particular, we varied who controls hiring and ﬁring
decisions, what role local school management committees play, and
how much teachers are paid. These contract variations emulate different versions of contract teacher programs in Sub-Saharan Africa
and beyond and were designed to measure the trade-offs involved in
moving from a program with strong local accountability to one with
weaker control but a higher chance of political feasibility.5
Consistent with earlier ﬁndings, we ﬁnd positive and signiﬁcant effects of the program in schools where the contract teacher
program was administered by an international NGO. Placing an additional contract teacher in a school where the program is managed
by the NGO increased test scores by roughly 0.18 standard deviations. When moving from NGO to government implementation,

2
See Duﬂo et al. (2015)), Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2013) and discussion in
Kremer et al. (2013).
3
Here, dynamic incentives refer to the fact that continued employment as a contract teacher is in principle dependent on satisfactory performance. Beyond this,
contract teachers may also have more long-term career concerns if progression to a
permanent contract is performance-dependent.
4
There is a large literature pointing to a theoretical and empirical relationship
between state capacity and the provision of public goods and services (see among
others Acemoglu, 2005; Besley and Persson, 2011). Conversely, when state capacity is
weak, private actors, such as NGOs may be more effective at delivering public services.
Reinikka and Svensson (2010) ﬁnd that religious not-for-proﬁt health care providers in
Uganda provided higher quality care than government facilities, while Banerjee et al.
(2008) show that government supervisors in Indian public clinics sabotaged an NGO
program to monitor absenteeism by nurses.
5
A cell in which teachers were selected centrally by district education oﬃcials and
paid the higher salary is similar to West African national contract teacher programs in
which large swathes of teachers are employed as contract teachers at initially lower
wages essentially as a cost-cutting exercise but with little additional accountability.
On the other hand, a cell in which communities are trained in the day-to-day management of the contract teachers, are actively involved in choosing which teachers to
employ and teachers are paid a low salary is similar to the Kenyan ‘harambee’ system in which local communities raise funds to employ contract teachers under the
oversight of the community.

however, these positive effects are virtually undone: in our preferred speciﬁcation controlling for baseline characteristics, treatment effects were signiﬁcantly smaller and indistinguishable from
zero in schools receiving contract teachers from the Ministry of
Education.
Beyond these average effects, the contract variations allow us
to identify an ‘optimal’ design in each treatment arm and to estimate the cost in foregone learning of departing from it. We ﬁnd
the largest test score gains, 0.4 of a standard deviation, when teachers were paid a high salary and when parental school management
committees were trained to oversee the teacher – regardless of the
mode of hiring. The effect is both signiﬁcantly different from zero
and all other cells. Looking separately at each implementer, further
illuminating differences emerge: The government achieved the highest test scores gains in the cells with central hiring, while the NGO
achieved the highest test score gains in the cells where hiring was
devolved to the school. Together, this suggests – sensibly and consistent with some other literature (Finan et al., 2015; Mbiti, 2016) –
that more local accountability and better pay lead to better performance (with the caveat that there is an advantage apparent in our
data for the government to rely on its central and established bureaucracies in the hiring and payment of teachers, despite the loss in
local accountability that this may entail). Politically more palatable
cells that dispensed with local control over teacher hiring and management altogether incurred signiﬁcantly worse results, however.
An important caveat to all our results looking at contract variations
is that the number of schools in each cell becomes quite small for
ﬁne-grained comparisons, and statistical power is limited.
What explains the stark difference in treatment success between
the government and the NGO as the program went to scale? We
ﬁnd evidence corroborating both the political resistance and state
capacity mechanisms described above. Speciﬁcally, the prospect of
a nationwide contract teacher program with 18,000 new contract
teachers provoked organized resistance from the national teachers
union, which demanded permanent civil service employment and
union wages for all government hired teachers. The pattern of heterogeneous treatment effects as well as direct surveys of teachers
suggest that the union’s response, and the controversy surrounding
the national scale-up that followed, adversely affected the credibility
of dynamic incentives for teachers, in turn lowering their performance, even though teachers in the experiment were not formally
covered by union collective bargaining. Importantly, these effects are
only discernible in the treatment arm where government hired and
managed contract teachers. We further show that monitoring and
implementation of the program may have been compromised in several ways in the government treatment arm. For example, schools
in the government treatment arm received fewer monitoring visits,
and teachers experienced longer salary delays, though only the latter
were signiﬁcantly, negatively correlated with improvements in pupil
test performance.
Overall, our results conﬁrm the ﬁndings of previous contract
teacher interventions regarding the ability of contract teachers
to signiﬁcantly improve learning in public primary schools across
diverse baseline conditions in a low-income country — but not in
the institutional context of government implementation. Our ﬁnding of a fairly large, signiﬁcant treatment effect from the NGO arm
of the contract teacher program implies that the null effect on the
government side is not due to a failed intervention in the usual
sense. Rather, our more tentative ﬁndings, about the link from teachers’ expectations and union representation to the failure of the
government treatment arm, point to speciﬁc mechanisms through
which political general equilibrium effects can undermine the government scale-up of successful NGO programs. While some contract
variations generated signiﬁcant, positive learning gains under government implementation, those were not the ones adopted in the
eventual national scale-up.
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Our ﬁndings are not meant to imply that successful trials with
NGO implementation cannot be scaled up by government – as recent
large scale deworming campaigns inspired by the work of Miguel and
Kremer (2004) aptly demonstrate. However, they do raise important questions about constraints to large-scale public implementation, especially for programs that may be politically sensitive or
require complementary support from the public bureaucracy to work
successfully. Importantly, our work also shows that randomizedcontrolled trials can be used to assess and identify constraints to
scaling-up; i.e., shed light precisely on the issue of external validity
that is often raised as a weakness of the RCT method itself. A natural
next step, pursued in Banerjee et al. (2016), would be to also identify
complementary policies to deal with these implementation constraints. Indeed, we attempt to contribute to this question by examining how complementary accountability training and variation in
salaries and in the reliance on existing government bureaucracies
can improve the effectiveness of contract teachers even within the
constraints of government implementation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the public primary schooling system in Kenya. Section 3 outlines
the experimental design and randomization procedures based on a
multivariate matching algorithm and reports tests for balance using
baseline data. Section 4 discusses compliance. Section 5 presents the
main treatment effect estimates, comparing the relative effectiveness of NGO and government implementation based intention-totreat (ITT) effects exploiting both across and within-school variation
in treatment intensity. It also presents evidence on complementary experimental treatment variations. Section 6 explores possible mechanisms explaining the government-NGO performance gap.
Section 7 concludes.

2. Context
Primary school enrollment is relatively high in Kenya, but learning levels in primary schools are low. According to the most recent
national data prior to our study, from the 2006 Kenya Integrated
Household Budget Survey, net primary enrollment was 81%, with
government primary schools accounting for approximately 90% of
this (Bold et al., 2011). Among children in third grade however, only
3 out of 10 can read a story in English or do simple division problems
from the second grade syllabus (Mugo et al., 2011).

2.1. School ﬁnance and governance
In January 2003, the Kenyan government abolished all school fees
in government primary schools. This “Free Primary Education” (FPE)
policy established the current system of school ﬁnance in which government primary schools are prohibited from collecting revenue and
instead receive a central government grant – commonly known as
“FPE funds” – of approximately $13.50 per pupil per annum to cover
non-salary costs.6
The FPE reform created a new governing body for each government primary school, equivalent to a local school board, known as
a school management committee (SMC). The SMC is chaired by the
head teacher and comprised representatives from the Ministry of
Education, parents from each grade, teachers, and in some cases
local community or religious organizations. The SMC manages a bank
account where the government deposits FPE funds for each school.

6

Except where otherwise noted, we convert Kenyan shillings to U.S. dollars
using the prevailing exchange rate at the time of the baseline survey in July 2009,
74.32 shillings per dollar.

3

2.2. Civil service teachers and PTA teachers
Formally, all teachers in Kenyan public primary schools are civil
servants employed by the Teacher Service Commission (TSC), a
centralized bureaucracy under the direction of the Ministry of Education. Salaries are paid directly from Nairobi to individual teachers’
bank accounts. At the beginning of 2011 the Ministry of Education
reported a shortage of 61,000 civil service teachers (across roughly
20,000 primary schools) relative to its target of a 40:1 pupil-teacher
ratio.
Civil-service teacher shortages reﬂect demand-side, rather than
supply-side constraints. At the time of the experiment, the Ministry
was operating under a net hiring freeze for civil service teachers. The
relatively high salaries of civil service teachers create a long queue
of qualiﬁed graduates seeking civil service jobs, which are allocated
according to an algorithm that primarily rewards time in the queue
rather than merit.
To address teacher shortages, many schools also informally contract local teachers known as Parent-Teacher Association (PTA)
teachers, which are funded directly by parents. In the sample of
schools surveyed for this study in 2009, 83% of teachers were
employed by the civil service (TSC) and the remaining 17% by PTAs.
Civil-service teachers earned an average of $261 per month, compared to just $56 per month for PTA teachers.
PTA teachers, as well as the contract teachers discussed below, are
often drawn from the queue of graduates awaiting civil service jobs.
2.3. Contract teachers
A priori, there are multiple reasons to expect contract teachers
to improve education outcomes. First, they provide additional teaching staff with similar educational qualiﬁcations at much lower cost.
Second, because their contracts are, in theory, renewable conditional
on performance, schools may retain only good teachers – a selection
effect. Third, contract teachers lacking permanent job tenure should
have stronger dynamic incentives to increase teaching effort – an
incentive effect.
In 2009 the government of Kenya announced an initiative to provide funds to schools to employ teachers on contract outside of the
civil service system. The current study was designed as an evaluation
of a pilot phase of this initiative. The variations in teacher contracts
described in Section 3.2 were chosen to inform the design of the
eventual national scale-up.
However, scale-up of the national program occurred before the
pilot was completed due to political pressure from outside the Ministry of Education. The randomized pilot program analyzed here
was launched in June 2010, and in October 2010 the Ministry hired
18,000 contract teachers nationwide, nearly equivalent to one per
school. These 18,000 teachers were initially hired on two-year, nonrenewable contracts, at salary levels of roughly $135 per month,
somewhat higher than the highest tier for the pilot phase.
The allocation of these teachers, coming after the launch of the
randomized pilot, provides us with an opportunity to assess impact
while the progam is going to scale. It also poses an obvious threat
to the internal validity of our estimates. We show in Section 4.3,
however, that these teachers were allocated without regard to the
distribution of contract teachers in the experimental pilot.
2.4. Organizational structure of implementing agencies: Ministry of
Education and NGO
The Ministry of Education is responsible for all government primary schools in Kenya, which account for 90.2% of gross primary
enrollment. As of 2005 the Ministry’s budget for primary education totalled $731 million (Otieno and Colclough, 2009), compared to

4
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Table 1
Experimental design: number of schools in each program variation.
Low salary

Gov’t implementation
(64 schools total)
NGO implementation
(64 schools total)

Local control
Central control
Local control
Central control

High salary

SMC training

No training

SMC training

No training

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

In addition to the 128 schools shown in the table, the experiment included 64 pure control schools. Cells show the
number of schools assigned to each treatment, prior to attrition. The decision to place more sample in the low-salary
cells was motivated by cost considerations.

just $4 million per annum in international aid to Kenya for primary
education channeled through NGOs (OECD, 2012).
To implement programs such as the contract teacher initiative
studied here, the Ministry relies on local staff in the district education oﬃces. In principle, district staff should make routine visits to
all schools. In practice, the Ministry’s ability to directly call on these
district oﬃcials to carry out speciﬁc tasks is limited.
World Vision Kenya is the local aﬃliate of a large international
NGO. Despite being one of the larger international NGOs with a presence in the country, World Vision is active in only a small fraction
of Kenyan districts – highlighting again the constraints to scaling up
with a non-governmental service provider. Within its areas of operation, World Vision employs permanent staff and paid “volunteers”,
who monitor and implement all World Vision program activities.
World Vision is not traditionally active in school level education
programs and instead focuses on community and household-level
interventions.

3. Program and research design
The experiment was implemented from June 2010 to October
2011 in 14 districts spanning all 8 Kenyan provinces. 24 schools were
sampled from each province, yielding 192 schools in total. One contract teacher per school was randomly assigned to 128 out of 192
sampled schools.
All schools in the study are public (i.e., government) primary
schools. In a randomly chosen sub-sample of 64 out of the 128 treatment schools, an NGO was assigned responsibility solely for the
contract teacher program. In the other 64 treatment schools, the government took responsibility for the contract teacher program. The
timing and intervention protocols for the contract teacher program
were identical in the NGO and government treatment arms. The
baseline and follow-up data collection, including testing of pupils,
was conducted by the same team of enumerators over the same
dates.

3.1. Program details
Schools were given funds to hire a contract teacher. Half of the
teachers in the experiment were assigned to second grade in 2010,
and half to third grade in 2010. In 2011, all the contract teachers were placed in third grade. This created variation in treatment
both between schools, as well as within schools because of different
lengths and timing of exposure of a given cohort of students.
The head teacher was charged with allocating students to either
the existing teacher or the contract teacher. Schools were told that if
they were not satisﬁed with the performance of the contract teacher
or if the contract teacher left for other reasons, they could hire a
replacement. Head teachers were instructed to split the class to
which the new contract teacher was assigned, maximizing the reduction in class sizes in the assigned grade rather than re-allocating
teachers across grades.

3.2. Treatment variations
The random assignment of schools to NGO versus government
implementation, which is at the center of this study, was overlaid
by three additional treatment variations designed to identify the
optimal design for the nationwide contract teacher program.
Out of the total 128 contract teacher positions created, 96 were
offered KES 5000 ($67) per month, while 32 were offered KES 9000
($121) per month. See Table 1 for a summary of the design. The high
salary was equivalent to 50% of the average entry level civil service
teacher salary. The low salary was roughly equivalent to the average
PTA teacher salary.
We also tested two modalities for recruiting and paying teachers. In the local cell, responsibility for recruiting and paying contract
teachers was assigned to the school management committee, in
order to strengthen local control over the teacher’s performance. The
central-hiring cell in the experimental design was more similar to
the civil service model. Teachers were paid directly by the Ministry
or World Vision headquarters in Nairobi and district education oﬃcers and NGO oﬃcials, respectively, were responsible for selecting
candidates. In all treatment arms, it was left to the school management committee to decide whether a teacher’s performance was
satisfactory.
Finally, we explored the importance of local accountability on
teacher (and in turn, student) performance with a training intervention that placed particular emphasis on sensitizing school management committees about the contract teacher program in their school
and encouraging them to take a more active role in monitoring
teacher presence and performance.
Teachers in all treatment arms were required to have completed
teacher training and hold a P1 certiﬁcate.
3.3. Sample
The experimental sample attempts to be representative of schools
with high pupil-teacher ratios. Within each of the eight provinces,
districts were chosen non-randomly by the implementing partners,
based in part on the location of the oﬃces of the partnering NGO.7
Within each province, schools with a pupil-teacher ratio below the
median were excluded from the sampling frame. Using this sampling frame of high pupil-teacher ratio schools, schools were chosen
through simple random sampling within the selected districts.8 In
each school, the sampling frame consisted of all the students in ﬁrst,

7
The sample draws from 14 districts in total, using multiple districts from the
same province where necessary to reach suﬃcient sample size. These 14 districts
were: Nairobi province (North, West, East); Central province (Muranga South); Coast
province (Malindi); Eastern province (Moyale and Laisamis); North Eastern (Lagdera,
Wajir South, Wajir West); Nyanza province (Kuria East and Kuria West); Rift Valley
province (Trans Mara); Western province (Teso).
8
Consistent with the sampling frame, Table A.1 shows that the schools in our sample are larger, employed more teachers, and had lower test score performance (as
measured by grades in the national primary leaving exam, KCPE) than the average
Kenyan primary school.
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Table 2
Timeline.
Activity
1

Sample selection and baseline data collection
EMIS data collection used for assignment of 18,000 teachers2
Random assignment of experimental contract teachers
RCT contract teachers placed in schools
18,000 non-experimental contract teachers placed in schools
18,000 contract teachers made “permanent and pensionable”
Follow-up data collection in schools
RCT intervention ends (i.e., teacher contracts end)
Additional phone surveys of teachers

second, and third grade who were present in school on the day of
the baseline survey and of all students in third and fourth grade who
were present on the day of the follow-up survey. The sample consists
of a repeated cross-section of students.9
3.4. Data and timeline
The effect of the randomized intervention is measured by comparing differences in academic assessments in math and English
across assignment groups.10 The survey instruments were designed
with the collaboration of the Kenya National Examination Council
(KNEC) to conform to the national curriculum. The baseline survey –
including pupil exams and questionnaires regarding pupil characteristics and school facilities – was conducted in July and early August
of 2009 by the KNEC and the research team. The baseline survey was
administered to 176 of the 192 schools in the experimental sample.
16 schools, due to transport and security constraints, could not be
reached in time.11
Teachers were placed in treatment schools in June 2010; their
contracts ended in October 2011. Follow-up data collection was conducted in the same sample of schools in October 2011 (see timeline
in Table 2). Roughly 15,000 students were tested in the baseline and
follow-up surveys. At baseline, we sampled 10 children in ﬁrst grade
and 10 children in second grade for one-on-one testing, and 20 children in third grade for written testing at the school.12 At follow-up,
we sampled 30 children from third grade; i.e., the cohort that was in
ﬁrst grade at the time of the baseline, and 20 children from fourth
grade; i.e., the cohort that was in second grade at the time of the
baseline, for testing at the school.13 10 of the sampled children from
third grade were tested one on one, the remainder from Standard 3
and 4 sat written exams. If there were fewer children per grade than
the speciﬁed sample – an issue that mainly occurred in the North
Eastern and Eastern province – the entire grade was sampled, and
preference was given to one-on-one testing over written exams.
The one-on-one tests were designed to assess the component
skills of literacy as outlined and measured by UNESCO as part of

9
A condition of cooperating with government was to work both at baseline and at
endline with the government’s own Kenyan National Examination Council. This and
the wide geographic spread of the study made it diﬃcult to follow individual students.
10
The oﬃcial language of instruction is mother tongue in grades 1–3 and English
in grades 4–8. In practice, however, the majority of lessons even in lower primary
are held in English (Piper and Miksic, 2011). For this reason and because English is
crucial for further progression through primary school, we assess children’s literacy
competence on the basis of English.
11
All but one of the schools that could not be surveyed at baseline were located in
the remote Eastern or North Eastern provinces.
12
We included an oral one-on-one component because this is the preferred method
for testing young children who may not be literate enough to sit written tests. Since
this is a very time-consuming way to test students, however, we also gave students
(from third grade onward) written tests, which allowed us to test a larger sample of
children.
13
If a child that was sampled, was not present, enumerators were told to sample a
replacement. Both at baseline and at follow-up, the replacement rate was roughly one
in ﬁve children across all treatment arms.

Month

Year

July
March
May
June
October
September
October
December
March

2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2012

their global literacy assessment and monitoring program. In particular, items covered letter identiﬁcation, word reading, oral reading
ﬂuency, and reading comprehension. The written tests contained
similar material but did not assess oral reading ﬂuency. On the
mathematics side, we assessed standard components of numeracy
such as pre-number skills related to sorting and pattern recognition,
number recognition and ordering, number operations, geometry and
problem solving. The diﬃculty of the test was adapted to the grade
level. The written tests were marked blindly by a separate set of
examiners, whereas the one-on-one tests were marked directly by
the (independent) enumerators who administered them. The average age of students at baseline was 7.6 years for the ﬁrst-grade test,
8.8 years for the second-grade test, and 10.4 years for the third-grade
test, with no signiﬁcant difference in age or numbers across the three
groups. The average age of students who sat the test at follow-up
was 10.5 years in third grade and 11.4 years in fourth grade, again
balanced across all three groups. Both at baseline and at follow-up, a
school questionnaire asking for staﬃng and enrollment was administered to the head master and a pupil questionnaire asking for basic
demographic and socio-economic information was administered to
the students sitting the test. At follow-up we also collected data on
the implementation of the contract teacher program including information on monitoring and presence. Throughout the program, data
on the hiring of contract teachers, IDs, salary payments and turnover
was collected.
In the term following the end of the contract teacher program,
a questionnaire was administered to all contract teachers who had
been employed through the program asking for demographic and
socio-economic information, their experience through the program,
their labor market experience since then and their political attitudes and involvement with the national controversy surrounding
the employment of 18,000 contract teachers.
3.5. Randomization and balance
To guarantee that the sample is balanced between treatment and
control schools, an optimal multivariate matching algorithm was
used (see Greevy et al., 2004; Bruhn and McKenzie, 2009). Treatment
and control schools were matched along the following dimensions:
baseline scores on the ﬁrst-grade test, pupil-teacher ratio, number of
classrooms, number of civil service teachers, number of PTA teachers
and average pay of teachers employed by the Parent-Teacher Associations at baseline and results in nationwide end-of-primary leaving
exams from the end of 2005. Baseline data were incomplete and not
fully processed at the time of randomization, and district average
values were used where data was not available. The algorithm created groups of three schools, which were matched along the above
dimensions, and then randomly assigned them to the three primary
treatment arms: control, additional teacher with government implementation, and additional teacher with NGO implementation. Fig. 2
in the appendix shows the distribution of schools assigned to the
control group and government or NGO implementation across the
eight provinces.

6
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Table 3
Balance at baseline.
Treatment

Control

Diff

Gov

NGO

Difference

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

A: Variables used in randomization
Pupil-teacher ratio
No. of classrooms
No. of civil service teachers
No. of PTA teachers
Avg. Pay PTA Teachers (Ksh)
Score Primary Leaving Exam
Pupil test score, English, Std 1
Pupil test score, Math, Std 1

61.13
12.31
8.25
1.85
3446.31
233.71
0.11
0.09

63.95
11.44
7.31
1.40
3237.38
235.93
0.00
0.00

−2.82
0.87
0.95
0.45
208.93
−2.22
0.11
0.09

61.95
12.49
8.40
2.00
3438.05
232.75
0.11
0.11

60.30
12.11
8.11
1.70
3454.57
234.67
0.12
0.08

1.65
0.38
0.30
0.30
−16.53
−1.92
−0.01
0.02

B: Other variables
No. students taking exam, Std 1
No. students taking exam, Std 2
No. of students taking exam, Std 3
Date of test
Age of children taking test in Std 1
Age of children taking test in Std 2
Age of children taking test in Std 3
% of boys taking test in Std 1
% of boys taking test in Std 2
% of boys taking test in Std 3
Pupil test score, Std 2
Pupil test score, Std 3
Pupil test score, Std 1,2 & 3
Pupil test score – Engl., (1,2,& 3)
Pupil test score – Math, (1,2,& 3)
School avg. test score, Std 1,2 & 3
Share replaced on day of testing
Pupil wearing shoes
Pupil repeated
Pupil had extra tuition
Pupil lives with parents
Pupil has eaten breakfast
Pupil disabled
Pupil absences
Wealth Index
Parental education

9.09
9.20
17.36
0.57
7.60
8.86
10.35
0.53
0.56
0.52
0.14
0.03
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.06
0.20
0.59
0.46
0.36
0.92
0.25
0.17
0.74
0.01
0.29

9.15
8.92
17.61
0.50
7.70
8.70
10.46
0.54
0.51
0.56
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.56
0.45
0.32
0.92
0.23
0.19
0.82
0.01
0.36

−0.06
0.28
−0.25
0.07
−0.10
0.16
−0.11
−0.006
0.05
−0.03
0.14
0.03
0.09
0.07
0.11
0.06
−0.04∗
0.03
0.008
0.03
−0.001
0.03
−0.02
−0.08
0.0005
−0.06

8.86
9.23
16.91
0.58
7.66
8.84
10.23
0.56
0.55
0.51
0.23
0.07
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.19
0.60
0.44
0.34
0.92
0.23
0.17
0.73
−0.01
0.29

9.32
9.18
17.81
0.56
7.55
8.88
10.49
0.50
0.57
0.54
0.05
−0.003
0.04
0.02
0.11
−0.01
0.20
0.56
0.49
0.37
0.92
0.28
0.18
0.76
0.05
0.30

−0.46
0.05
−0.89
0.02
0.11
−0.04
−0.25
0.07
−0.02
−0.03
0.18
0.08
0.11
0.12
0.01
0.15
−0.02
0.04
−0.04
−0.03
−0.002
−0.06
−0.01
−0.03
−0.06
−0.02

School level statistics are based on 176 schools with baseline information, pupil level statistics are based on 6276 pupils from
these schools. Standard errors for pupil level information are clustered at the school level. Asterisks denote signiﬁcance at the 1%
(∗ ∗ ∗), 5% (∗∗) and 10% (*) level. The wealth index is created by standardizing each asset indicator using the control mean and
control standard deviation and then calculating a row mean across the standardized asset indicator values for each pupil. Parental
education is the mean of the dummies for father and mother’s education, where 1 indicates secondary, some secondary, or higher
education, and zero indicates no schooling, primary or some primary education. † : Date of test is deﬁned as 1 if the school was
visited during the second half of the survey and zero otherwise.

Table 3, Panel A, shows balance tests, for the sample of 176
schools with baseline survey data, for the variables used in the block
randomization.14 Panel B reports whether randomization was also
successful in achieving balance on baseline indicators that were not
explicitly used in the matching algorithm, namely, average standardized test scores (for grades 2, 3 and overall), as well as several other
student and test-speciﬁc variables.
The number of pupils tested and their age and gender are similar across the three assignment arms. Schools in the three groups are
also, on average, tested at approximately the same dates. Although
a slightly higher share of sampled students was replaced in control
schools on the day of testing, there are no signiﬁcant differences
in the socio-economic composition of students across treatment
arms. None of the baseline comparisons with respect to average
standardized test scores yield any signiﬁcant differences. However,

we do observe economically meaningful differences in magnitude
for baseline test scores, especially for second grade, which are higher
in schools where the contract teacher is managed through the
government.15
Though not signiﬁcant, the size of the imbalance is such that
the estimated treatment effect in the government treatment arm is
sensitive to the inclusion of baseline test scores as a conditioning
variable. If the imbalance can be treated as ‘chance bias’ that is due to
systematic differences between treatment arms, conditioning would
be indicated to obtain consistent estimates of the treatment effect
(Bruhn and McKenzie, 2009). If, instead, it arose from data collection
and processing ﬂaws, conditioning would result in inconsistently
estimated treatment effects. Most damaging, if the imbalance signalled that randomization was tampered with, estimated treatment
effects would be inconsistent with or without conditioning.

14
See Section 3.4. Of the 16 schools with no baseline survey data, 7 of the schools
were assigned to the NGO arm, 7 were assigned to the government arm, and 2 were
assigned to the comparison group. While a higher share of treatment schools compared to comparison schools could not be surveyed at baseline, there is no statistical
difference in the share of schools surveyed between the three intervention arms.

15
A priori, the ﬁrst- and second-grade tests are anticipated to be more accurate
because they were collected through one-on-one tests which have greater reliability
for young children with limited literacy, while third grade students took paper-andpencil tests administered in larger groups.
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Table 4
Implementation and compliance.
Treatment

Control

Diff.

Gov.

NGO

Diff.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.02
(0.06)
−1.41
(1.08)

Panel A: Teacher recruitment
Ever employed a teacher

0.87

0.88

0.86

No. of months employed a teacher (out of 17)

12.30

11.59

13.00

Panel B: Effects within school
Class size

60.67

60.47

60.88

Teacher always in correct grade

0.70

0.71

0.69

Teacher ever in correct grade

0.95

0.97

0.94

Panel C: Reallocation across schools
Size of treatment cohort

155.83

166.95

146.29

166.07

% change in cohort enrollment

−0.11

−0.09

−0.14

−0.08

% change in grade enrollment

−0.02

−0.02

−0.04

0.008

No. of teachers from 18,000 program

0.65

0.48

0.68

0.62

No. of TSC teachers

9.96

10.10

10.15

9.75

No. of PTA teachers

2.06

1.74

2.03

2.09

Panel D: Student composition
Share replaced on day of testing

0.20

0.18

0.20

0.19

Change in pupils who are male

−0.03

−0.007

−0.05

−0.02

Change in pupils with shoes

−0.009

0.03

0.02

−0.04

Change in pupils who repeat

−0.02

0.01

−0.01

−0.02

Change in pupils with extra tuition

−0.02

0.08

−0.05

0.02

Change in pupils living with parents

−0.04

−0.04

−0.05

−0.03

Change in pupils who had breakfast

−0.05

−0.02

−0.03

−0.07

Change in pupils who are disabled

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.06

Change in pupils absent in last 5 days

−0.006

−0.02

−0.05

0.04

Change in wealth

−0.10

−0.004

−0.12

−0.07

Change in parental education

−0.01

0.03

0.04

−0.06

69.45

−8.78
(6.14)

−11.12
(15.91)
−0.01
(0.04)
0.0004
(0.04)
0.17
(0.17)
−0.14
(1.11)
0.32
(0.35)

0.02
(0.02)
−0.03
(0.02)
−0.04
(0.03)
−0.03
(0.03)
−0.10
(0.05)∗
−0.0004
(0.01)
−0.03
(0.05)
0.01
(0.04)
0.02
(0.09)
−0.09
(0.08)
−0.04
(0.05)

−0.41
(6.42)
0.02
(0.09)
0.02
(0.04)

−19.78
(18.79)
−0.06
(0.05)
−0.05
(0.06)
0.06
(0.21)
0.41
(1.32)
−0.06
(0.43)

0.01
(0.03)
−0.03
(0.03)
0.06
(0.04)
0.01
(0.04)
−0.07
(0.06)
−0.02
(0.02)
0.04
(0.06)
−0.05
(0.05)
−0.09
(0.11)
−0.05
(0.10)
0.09
(0.07)

The unit of observation is the school except for row 2 and 3 in Panel B. Column 1 shows averages for all treatment schools, and
column 2 for all (pure) control schools. Column 3 measures the gap between columns 1 and 2, with standard errors in parentheses,
and asterisks denoting differences that are signiﬁcance at the 1% (***), 5% (**) and 10% (*) level. Columns 4–6 repeat this exercise
comparing treatment schools assigned to government or NGO implementation.

To examine the likely source of the imbalance we follow standard
practices in the experimental literature.16 Regarding the integrity
of the randomization procedure, we note that baseline data was
collected before the randomization had taken place and was not
available to anyone other than the research team at the time of the
randomization. Second, the randomization took place in the presence of the research team with colored balls being drawn from

16
For example, Standard Operating Procedure for Donald Green’s lab states: “A
p-value of 0.01 or lower should prompt a thorough review of the random assignment
procedure and any possible data-handling mistakes. If the review ﬁnds no errors, we
will report the imbalance test, proceed on the assumption that the imbalance is due
to chance, and report estimates with and without covariate adjustment."

bags. Third, none of the p-values in the balance table are signiﬁcant
and the results seem reasonable, especially given the large number of comparisons. We are therefore conﬁdent that the random
assignment procedure was correctly implemented.
Regarding the quality of data collection and processing, we
use standard IRT tests of differential item functioning (DIF), which
provide a natural test for differential measurement error across
treatment groups. Examining test statistics from a Mantel-Haenszel
(MH) test, we ﬁnd signiﬁcant evidence of DIF (i.e., a p-value of 0.05
or less) for 2 out of 23 binary (i.e., non-partial credit) items at grade 1
when comparing the NGO and government samples, and similarly for
just 1 out of 28 binary items at grade 2, and 5 out of 40 binary items
at grade 3. This overall rate of DIF is slightly higher than anticipated
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Table 5
Labor supply of contract teachers.
LPM

Panel A: Teacher months
NGO implementation

Logit model

(1)

(2)

.120
(.066)∗

.120
(.065)∗
.118
(.064)∗
.140
(.065)∗∗

High salary
Local recruitment
Geographic density
Lagged KCPE score
Pupil-teacher ratio
Obs.

2060

Panel B: Ever hired a teacher
NGO implementation
−.018
(.062)
High salary
Local recruitment

2060

Lagged KCPE score
Pupil-teacher ratio
125

−.0002
(.0002)
.002
(.001)
.003
(.002)
2044

−.017
(.061)
.139
(.070)∗∗
.112
(.061)∗

Geographic density

Obs.

(3)

125

−.0002
(.0002)
.001
(.0009)∗
.003
(.002)
124

(4)

(5)

.120
(.066)∗

.121
(.065)∗
.117
(.063)∗
.141
(.065)∗∗

2060

2060

−.018
(.061)

−.016
(.051)
.130
(.047)∗∗∗
.100
(.055)∗

125

125

(6)

−.0002
(.0002)
.002
(.001)
.003
(.003)
2044

−.0002
(.0001)
.0001
(.0008)∗
.004
(.002)
124

The unit of observation is the school, with monthly observations from June 2010 to October 2011. In Panel A,
the dependent variable is a binary indicator of whether a teacher was present and teaching in a given school in
a given month. In Panel B, the dependent variable is a dummy for set to 1 if the schools ﬁlled the vacancy in
any of the 17 months of the program and zero otherwise. For the logit model, the table reports marginal effects
and their standard errors. In these and all subsequent tables, standard errors are reported in parentheses and
asterisks denote signiﬁcance at the 1% (***), 5% (**) and 10% (*) level. Standard errors in Panel A are clustered at
the school level.

by chance (with 8 out of 91 total items reporting a p-value of less
than 0.05), but does not point to cause for concern in our view.
We also note that – despite being higher on average – all treatment
arms have common support (see Fig. 3) so that the imbalance is not
driven by outliers.
Given this, we proceed on the assumption that it is opportune to condition on baseline test scores both to correct chance
bias and to improve precision (Bruhn and McKenzie, 2009; Roberts
and Torgerson, 1999; Egbewale, 2015). A potential drawback of
reliance on this speciﬁcation is that baseline data is not available for
14 schools and missingness at baseline may be related to treatment
effects. For this reason and to address any lingering concerns about
differential measurement error, we also present regressions without
controls as well as a number of econometric speciﬁcations that are
less sensitive to the inclusion of baseline scores.

3.6. Sample attrition
A total of 192 schools were initially sampled for the experiment
and assigned to either the intervention or the comparison groups.
However, due to transport and security conditions, 4 schools (1 in the
government treatment arm, 1 in the NGO treatment arm and 2 in the
control group) could not be visited, thus reducing the effective sample to 188 – an attrition rate of 2%. Comparing sampled and attrited
schools at endline across the ten variables used in the randomization,
we ﬁnd two signiﬁcant differences: schools that attrited have lower
pupil-teacher ratios and pay lower salaries to PTA teachers. To safeguard against non-random attrition, we estimate Lee bounds for the
main results.

4. Compliance and implementation
Random assignment of a school to the treatment group created
a job vacancy for a contract teacher. To simulate a scalable program, the onus then fell on district and school oﬃcials – under the
guidance of their implementation partner; i.e., either the government or the NGO – to recruit a suitable teacher, place him or her in
either second or third grade, and split that grade into two (or more)
streams. Examining compliance is both of independent interest and
can shed light on the mechanisms underlying the treatment effects
on learning we document in the next section.
4.1. Teacher recruitment
The 128 schools assigned to receive a contract teacher as part of
the experimental evaluation had varying success in recruiting and
retaining contract teachers. Of the 64 schools assigned to the government (NGO) treatment arm, 88% (86%) were successful in hiring a
contract teacher at some point during the program. The schools that
were not able to hire at all are primarily located in hard to reach areas
in Eastern province, but also in Nairobi West, where there was some
unwillingness to participate in the program. However, even when
the school was successful in hiring, teachers did not necessarily stay
with the school for the entire duration of the program, and when a
vacancy opened up, it was not always ﬁlled. As a consequence, out
of the seventeen months of the program, schools in the government
(NGO) arm actually employed a teacher for 11.6 (13.0) months on
average (see Panel A of Table 4).
Table 5 examines the vacancy rate more closely, modeling success
in ﬁlling a vacancy as a function of variations in contract and salaries
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that were manipulated by the experiment. In the top panel, the
dependent variable is a binary indicator of whether a teacher was
employed in a given school in a given month, with monthly observations spanning the duration of the experiment from June 2010 to
October 2011. In the bottom panel, it is a dummy set to 1 if the school
ever hired a teacher and zero otherwise. We estimate both a linear
probability model and a logit model.
We examine three experimental determinants of teacher labor
supply. First, Table 5 shows that NGO implementation led to 12%
more months with a ﬁlled vacancy, relative to the government treatment arm, and this effect is signiﬁcant across all speciﬁcations.
Second, local control over teacher hiring and payment had an effect
of similar magnitude to the salary differential, raising the probability
of a ﬁlled vacancy by a robustly signiﬁcant 14% across speciﬁcations.
Third, offering a “high” salary increases the probability of ﬁlling a
teaching vacancy by just under 12%, mirroring results from Ferraz
and Finan (2009) and Deserranno (2016). This effect is signiﬁcant
and consistent between the LPM and logit models. The ﬁrst and
second ﬁndings point to the challenges of government implementation, and a possible, partial solution (decentralized hiring). The
third effect suggests that the failure to recruit a teacher was sensibly related to experimentally controlled wage offers, suggesting that
limited supply of contract teachers, at least in certain areas, could
constrain the nationwide implementation of a low-cost contract
teacher program.
In addition, we also examine how teacher hiring was related to
endogenous school characteristics such as the pupil-teacher ratio,
test score performance and density of surrounding schools. Though
imprecisely estimated, the coeﬃcients suggest a negative association between hiring and a higher density of schools in a 5 km
radius, a positive association with baseline student performance,
and a positive association with the existing pupil-teacher ratio at
the start of the program. Overall, the patterns are the same regardless of whether we look at the inframarginal (months of teachers)
or extra-marginal (ever hired a teacher) success in hiring with the
notable exception that we only ﬁnd evidence that NGO implementation led to more hiring success when we look at months of
employment rather than the binary indicator of ever employing a
contract teacher.
4.2. Changes in school and classroom characteristics induced by the
program
The contract teacher intervention was intended to operate via
two channels: reducing class size by adding more teaching staff;
and increasing the quality and motivation of this additional staff
through the contract structure. Importantly, our ability to measure
both effects using test-score data on the target cohort of pupils also
hinges on schools’ willingness to comply with the intervention by (a)
placing the contract teacher in the correct grade, and not reallocating
the existing teacher for that grade, such that the class-size reduction
is concentrated on the treatment cohort.17
Overall, compliance was good, in the sense that schools placed
teachers in second or third grade as instructed (Table 4, Panel
B). Ninety-ﬁve percent of teachers were employed in the correct
grade at least some of the time, 70% were exclusively employed in
the treatment grades and only three teachers reported that they
were never placed in the grades that were tested at endline and/or

17

For comparison, in Muralidharan and Sundararaman (2013) a contract teacher
was provided to a school with no restrictions on how they were to be assigned or used.
The result is that the estimated treatment effect combines both class size and incentive effects. In contrast, in Duﬂo et al. (2015) contract teachers were assigned to a given
grade and students randomly assigned to contract or existing teacher, thus allowing
the authors to separate class size effects from the incentive effect.
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intended to be exposed. Non-compliance, such as it was, had two
sources: (i) teachers in schools where the contract teacher was
placed in third grade in 2010 progressed with their cohort to fourth
grade; (ii) about 30% of teachers were asked to teach in higher grades
in addition to the experimental grades. Since the scheduled teaching
time is shorter for lower grades than for upper grades this does not
necessarily reduce exposure for the experimental grades.
Compliance was less impressive on the issue of splitting classes.
Instructions were to keep existing teachers in place, and reduce class
sizes for the targeted grade. In practice, class sizes in the treatment
cohort fell by only about 10%, and this reduction is not signiﬁcant. This suggests that existing teachers may have been reassigned
to another grade. Notably, Duﬂo et al. (2015) ﬁnd that class size
effects explained little or none of their positive results from contract
teachers in an NGO program in Western Kenya.
Importantly, there are no signiﬁcant differences in compliance
between the government and the NGO. Neither teacher placement
nor changes in class size were signiﬁcantly different between the
NGO and government sample. This suggests that any differential
effects on test scores will not be driven by the inability (or unwillingness) of the implementing agency to follow the intervention
protocol.
4.3. Reallocation across schools
A second question is the extent to which teachers and pupils
endogenously reallocated in response to the program.
First, random assignment to the treatment group may affect a
school’s hiring of PTA teachers or the probability of being assigned
a TSC teacher and/or one of the 18,000 teachers from the national
contract teacher program.18 If staff levels responded endogenously
to the placement of a contract teacher through the research program, then the estimated treatment effect may be biased (most likely
downwards). We explore this possibility in the last three rows of
Table 4, Panel C. Across the board, there are no signiﬁcant differences
between treatment and control schools (or between NGO and government treatment arm) in terms of number of PTA teachers, number
of civil service teachers, and number of teachers from the national
contract teacher program. Of course, it is still possible that schools
in the government and NGO treatment arm responded differently
to the national-scale up and we examine this possibility formally in
Section 6.
Second, we are concerned with possible shifts in school enrollment in response to the program. The survey consists of a panel of
schools, not a panel of students. Thus, estimated treatment effects
may be due to changes in performance for a given pupil, and/or
changes in the composition of pupils. In either case, these are causal
effects, but with very different interpretations. To shed light on
which of these two channels drives our results, Table 4 reports
enrollment levels at the end of the program and percentage changes
in enrollment between 2009 and 2011 in the treatment cohort. There
are no signiﬁcant differences in enrollment in the treatment cohort
between treatment and control schools and between the government and NGO treatment arm. Overall, there is a small reduction in
enrollment in all schools (enrollment in the treatment cohort drops
by roughly 10% between 2010 and 2011), but this trend is uniform
across the various treatment arms. We cannot rule out that these net
enrollment changes mask larger gross changes, leading to changes

18
A priori, we would not expect the hiring of the eighteen thousand contract teachers
in the national scale-up to respond to the employment of teachers in the experiment. Firstly, the allocation of contract teachers in the national program was based
on administrative enrollment data collected before the beginning of the experiment
described here. Secondly, the steering group, which included several high-ranking
government oﬃcials, speciﬁcally agreed that allocation of teachers in the national and
in the experimental program would be independent of each other.
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in the unobserved ability of pupils. We argue that the observed
net enrollment changes would have to mask implausibly large (and
systematic) changes in gross enrollment for this to be a concern in
the estimation.
Consistent with this, we ﬁnd little or no difference in the evolution of the socio-economic composition of pupils across treatment
arms at follow-up: across ten variables, we ﬁnd one signiﬁcant difference between treatment and control (fewer students with extra
tuition in the treatment schools), and no signiﬁcant differences
across government and NGO implementation.
To summarize, we ﬁnd that the contract teacher job vacancies
created by the experimental program were ﬁlled in roughly 70% of
months overall, with a quantitatively small but signiﬁcant difference between NGO and government. Teachers were overwhelmingly
placed in the correct grade, though often replacing rather than complementing the existing teacher, yielding small net changes in class
size in our sample. None of these reallocations differed between the
NGO and government treatment arm. Finally, there is little evidence
of reallocation of teachers or pupils across schools in response to the
program.
On the basis of these compliance patterns, we interpret the estimated parameters in the next section as causal treatment effects
on a given cohort of pupils, with a more limited role for class size
reductions.

The coeﬃcient b1 measures the causal effect of being assigned to
treatment status, averaging over schools with varying degrees of success in recruiting contract teachers. We estimate Eq. (1) for three
variants of the test score, the combined English and Maths test score,
and the score in each subject separately, and report results both at
individual student level and collapsed to the school level. For each
test score and sample, we use three alternative sets of controls: ﬁrst,
we use a single cross-section of post-treatment data without controls, second we include initial test scores averaged at the school
level Ȳj,t−1 ∈ Xjt .19 Third, we pool both pre- and post-treatment
data in a standard differences-in-differences speciﬁcation including
controls for school-level ﬁxed effects and a time dummy.20
The ﬁrst row in each Panel of Table 6 presents the estimates of the
average ITT effect for the different speciﬁcations. The point estimate
is fairly consistent across all speciﬁcations, at roughly 0.1 standard
deviations for the pooled test score, with slightly larger and signiﬁcant effects in English and lower effects in Mathematics. Collapsing
results at the school, the treatment effect is estimated at 0.2 school
level standard deviations, but equally imprecise.21
The remainder of Table 6 examines how the treatment effect of
a contract teacher differs by implementing agency. In each case, we
regress scores on the random assignment variable Zjt , interacted with
indicators for assignment to the NGO or government treatment arm:
ngo

As noted in the introduction, scaling up successful education
programs in many low-income countries typically implies a transition from working with non-governmental organizations to working
within governments. The experiment here is designed to address this
central question of whether the Kenyan government can implement
a fairly standard contract teacher program. We present ITT effects
of the contract teacher program as a whole on learning outcomes,
then separately for the NGO and the government treatment arms. As
a robustness check, we show that these effects are driven by exposure to contract teachers per se in Section 5.2, where we also exploit
experimental variation in length of exposure to the program within
schools. We further explore the robustness of the ﬁndings in the
Online Appendix.
On average, the NGO treatment arm yields a signiﬁcant increase
in overall learning of around 0.2 standard deviations once controlling for baseline covariates, while the government treatment arm
shows no effect. But a more nuanced picture emerges in Section 5.3
where we show that both overall and in each implementing agency
there exist variants of the program design that lead to sizeable test
score gains. Nevertheless, these treatment variants generally raise
the overall effect size without reducing the gap between the government and NGO arms, thus they provide little guidance to explain the
differential performance by implementing agency, a topic we turn to
in Section 6.
5.1. Comparing the effectiveness of contract teachers under
government and NGO management
We begin by estimating the average intention-to-treat (ITT) effect
of school-level assignment to the contract teacher program on test
scores, then proceed to compare the effects of the NGO and government treatment arms. The dependent variable Yijt comes from a test
in English and Maths administered in 2009 and again in 2011, standardized relative to control schools in each year. The ITT effect is
measured by the coeﬃcient on the random assignment variable Zjt in
Eq. (1), where Zj,t=0 = 0 and Zj,t=1 = 1 if the school was assigned a
teacher and zero otherwise.
Yijt = a1 + b1 Zjt + c1 Xjt + e1ijt

gov

Yijt = a2 + b2 (Zjt × NGOjt ) + b2 (Zjt × Govjt ) + c2 Xjt + e2ijt

5. Results

(1)

(2)

The bngo and bgov coeﬃcients are ITT measures in that they capture the causal effect of being assigned to the NGO or government
treatment arms. As above, we present results for pooled scores and
separately for each subject, in the student and the school sample, and
for three different sets of controls Xjt .
The results reveal large and signiﬁcant differences in the performance of the contract teacher program between the two treatment
arms when controlling for baseline achievement. The ITT effect of
contract teachers in the NGO treatment arm is estimated to be
between 0.15 and 0.18 of a standard deviation in the student sample,
and between 0.3 and 0.34 in terms of school level standard deviations, an effect that is both economically meaningful and statistically
signiﬁcant in the regressions with baseline school average test scores
and ﬁxed effects. The effects are somewhat larger and signiﬁcant in
English and somewhat smaller and imprecise in Mathematics. The
ITT effect of contract teachers in the government treatment arm is
between a quarter to a third smaller in the simple cross-section
(estimated at 0.12 standard deviations in the student sample and
0.21 standard deviations in the school sample). This, however, turns
into an essentially zero effect in our preferred speciﬁcations which

19
Initial test scores are averaged at the school level since the students sampled at
baseline are in general not the same as the students sampled at follow-up. Ȳj,t−1 is the
average score over ﬁrst, second, and third grades.
20
We do not include dummies to control for stratiﬁcation in the analysis here, but
present such a speciﬁcation as a robustness check in the appendix. The main reason
given by Bruhn and McKenzie for always including stratum dummies is as a safeguard
against the small number of cases where failing to do so results in overly optimistic
standard errors. This is not the case in our data, however: standard errors in the speciﬁcation that does not control for stratum dummies are more conservative than in the
speciﬁcation that includes such dummies. Second, our preferred speciﬁcation controls
for baseline performance either through school averaged baseline scores or through
school ﬁxed effects. In the latter case, stratiﬁcation block dummies are absorbed by
the school ﬁxed effects. In the former case, including stratiﬁcation dummies would
reduce the sample further since it effectively drops not only schools with missing
baseline scores but also schools that are matched to them in the block randomization.
Given the sample size in this study, we prefer to retain these observations rather than
control for the method of stratiﬁcation.
21
Earlier versions of the paper explored heterogeneous treatment effects on baseline
characteristics, showing that learning impacts are negatively associated with schools’
baseline learning outcomes. Results are available on request. For the sake of brevity,
the following sections only disaggregate effects along experimental dimensions.
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Table 6
Treatment effects.
Both subjects
Sample of students
Pooling treatment arms:
Z

NGO vs. Govt.
Z× NGO
Z× Gov
Coeff. 1 - Coeff. 2
No. of students

English

Maths

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

.138
(.090)

.103
(.075)

.078
(.080)

.148
(.087)∗

.122
(.071)∗

.101
(.074)

.080
(.073)

.047
(.070)

−.0001
(.088)

.153
(.109)
.124
(.106)
.029
(.119)
8812

.184
(.088)∗∗
.021
(.090)
.163
(.095)∗
8220

.175
(.091)∗
−.022
(.095)
.197
(.094)∗∗
14,432

.167
(.104)
.129
(.104)
.039
(.112)
8812

.201
(.080)∗∗
.042
(.084)
.159
(.082)∗
8220

.195
(.083)∗∗
.004
(.086)
.190
(.081)∗∗
14,432

.083
(.091)
.078
(.087)
.005
(.101)
8812

.091
(.089)
.002
(.084)
.088
(.102)
8220

.056
(.105)
−.057
(.107)
.113
(.118)
14,432

.254
(.177)

.182
(.141)

.175
(.145)

.269
(.169)

.219
(.130)∗

.216
(.138)

.192
(.192)

.093
(.182)

.037
(.186)

.295
(.205)
.213
(.204)
.083
(.205)
188

.328
(.163)∗∗
.037
(.162)
.291
(.166)∗
174
X

.336
(.164)∗∗
.017
(.169)
.319
(.165)∗
348

.311
(.195)
.228
(.194)
.083
(.195)
188

.353
(.150)∗∗
.087
(.149)
.267
(.153)∗
174
X

.365
(.152)∗∗
.070
(.158)
.295
(.145)∗∗
348

.228
(.222)
.156
(.221)
.072
(.222)
188

.212
(.211)
−.025
(.210)
.237
(.215)
174
X

.168
(.226)
−.092
(.223)
.261
(.251)
348

Sample of schools
Pooling treatment arms
Z

NGO vs. Govt. :
Z× NGO
Z× Gov
Coeff. 1 - Coeff. 2
No. of schools
Baseline test scores (school average)
School ﬁxed effects

X

X

X

The dependent variable is a standardized score on a math and English test administered to pupils in grades 3 and 4 in 2011 and grades 1, 2 and 3 in 2009, either pooled or separately
in each subject. Columns 1,2,4,5,7 and 8 use only the 2011 (follow-up) test data as the dependent variable. Columns 1,4 and 7 use no additional controls and and columns 2,5
and 8 control for baseline school average scores. Columns 3,6 and 9 use both follow-up and baseline test scores as the dependent variable and control for school ﬁxed effects. At
baseline, Z takes a value of zero for all schools. In the follow-up survey Z takes a value of 1 for schools randomly assigned to any treatment arm. NGO is an indicator variable for
the NGO treatment arm and Gov is an indicator variable for the government treatment arm. Standard errors are clustered at the school level in the student sample regressions.

control for baseline scores or school ﬁxed effects – both for the
combined test score and separately for each subject.
Fig. 3 unpacks the result by displaying the kernel density of pupillevel test scores for each of the three treatment arms: government,
NGO, and control, both at baseline in 2009 and the follow-up in
2011. The distributions are quite close in 2009, and move apart in
2011. Because test scores are standardized relative to control schools
in each year, the overall shape of the distributions differs between
years, but in each round all treatment arms are handled identically.
Fig. 4 shows the main ITT result graphically, comparing the kernel
density of test score changes between control schools, the government treatment arm, and the NGO treatment arm. The ITT effect
does not appear to be driven by outliers, as the NGO test-score distribution lies everywhere to the right of the government test-score
distribution.
In Section A.2, we explore the robustness of the core results along
the following dimensions: (a) the appropriateness of including baseline controls; (b) relatedly, the inclusion or exclusion of schools with
missing baseline values; (c) Lee bounds and other controls to examine
potential bias due to non-random attrition at follow-up; (d) a battery of robustness checks related to outliers, calculation of standard
errors, stratiﬁcation, and standardization of the test score variable.
We ﬁnd no evidence that the large difference in treatment success
between NGO and government implementation is driven by mean
reversion of government test scores, missing baseline test scores
or attrition of schools or students at follow-up. We also ﬁnd the
results robust with respect to trimming of outliers, stratiﬁcation,
randomization inference and method of standardization. We therefore conclude that the contract teacher program led, on average,
to sizeable learning gains under NGO implementation, but had a
negligible impact under government management.

How do the estimated effect sizes compare to earlier ﬁndings
by Duﬂo et al. (2015) in Western Kenya and Muralidharan and
Sundararaman (2013) in Andhra Pradesh, India? We ﬁnd a 0.18 standard deviation ITT in the NGO treatment arm on combined math
and English scores in a speciﬁcation controlling for baseline school
test performance.22 Duﬂo et al. ﬁnd a 0.3 standard deviation effect
on math and literacy scores in a speciﬁcation controlling for baseline pupil test scores, while Muralidharan and Sundararaman ﬁnd an
ITT effect of approximately 0.15 standard deviations, also on combined math and literacy also controlling for baseline pupil test scores.
However, these results measure somewhat different things. Ideally
one would standardize the effects to allow for differences in (a) the
length of exposure, and (b) the proportion of test-takers directly
exposed to treatment. A rough attempt to do so below suggests that
effect sizes in the NGO treatment arm here are slightly larger than
those found by Duﬂo et al. and slightly smaller than those found by
Muralidharan and Sundararaman.
In the Duﬂo et al. study, researchers took a more active role
in the management of the school during the experiment, controlling the allocation of pupils to classrooms to isolate the pupils
directly exposed to contract teachers. The 0.3 standard deviation
effect applies only to pupils in the contract teacher’s classroom
after 19 months exposure to the program. Adjusting this crudely
to a 12-month duration implies a per pupil, per annum effect of
0.19 standard deviations.

22
We focus on our NGO treatment arm to provide a sense of how reasonable the
effect size is for the most successful component of our experimental evaluation.
Arguably, implementation conditions in Muralidharan and Sundararaman are more
comparable to our government treatment arm, in which case the relevant coeﬃcient
from our study is approximately zero.
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In contrast, Muralidharan and Sundararaman adhere to a more
“business-as-usual” model of school management: schools could
allocate pupils to the contract teacher as they saw ﬁt, and thus the
ITT effect is measured for all pupils in the school, not just those
(non-randomly) assigned to the contract teacher’s classroom.23 This
implies an effect size per exposed pupil of about 0.6 standard deviations, or 0.3 standard deviations per annum.
In the current study, the one additional teacher provided by the
program was spread across two grades over a duration of 17 months,
and the ITT effect is computed over both the relevant grade cohorts.
Thus the prima facie effect size of 0.18 standard deviations is equivalent to a per pupil, per annum effect of approximately 0.25 standard
deviations under strong linearity assumptions. Furthermore, one
could argue that teacher absenteeism was relatively high (27%) and
roughly 30% of contract teacher positions were unﬁlled at any given
point, so these effects should be seen as even larger relative to the
actual days of teaching.
In sum, our estimates of learning gains for the NGO treatment arm
are on the high end for comparable experimental pilots of contract
teachers in the developing world: larger than evidence from a more
controlled experimental setting elsewhere in Kenya, and roughly the
same as effects found under more business-as-usual conditions in
India. But we would caution that the strong linearity assumptions
used to compare across studies here may exaggerate the differences
in the effect sizes between Duﬂo et al. on the low end and the
present study on the high end. For instance, if there are diminishing
marginal returns to length of exposure to the program, the large per
annum effect of the somewhat shorter program studied here would
be reduced. Similarly, if contract teachers have positive spillovers
on pupils not assigned to them as their primary instructor –
particularly when assignment of pupils to classrooms is not randomized, but optimized by school management as in Muralidharan
and Sundararaman and the current study – then our back-of-theenvelope calculations would overstate the degree to which these
latter two studies ﬁnd larger effects than Duﬂo et al. The ﬁnal caveat
would be that learning metrics differ across all these studies, as do
the distributions of baseline learning levels, so the comparability
of effect sizes across any two studies must be taken with some
skepticism – while the comparison between treatment arms within
our study is likely more reliable.
5.2. Intensity of treatment
We ﬁnd some evidence that treatment effects on student learning
are linked to experimental variation in the length and intensity of
exposure to a contract teacher.
As noted in Section 3, contract teachers were randomly assigned
to either second or third grade in the ﬁrst year of the intervention,
and all teachers were placed in third grade in the second year. As a
result, our sample contains pupils who – under perfect compliance –
would have experienced zero, seven, ten, or seventeen months of
a contract teacher in their grade.24 While the main speciﬁcation in
Eq. (1) deﬁnes all students in treatment schools as equally exposed,

23
The median number of teachers per school was 3, thus a given pupil would –
assuming an equal division – have a 25% chance of being instructed by the contract
teacher directly, plus any effect due to class size reduction.
24
The four categories of duration of exposure to treatment in treatment schools
emerge as follows: students in third grade at endline in schools where teachers were
assigned to second grade in year 2010 were exposed to a full seventeen months of a
contract teacher across 2010 and 2011, students in fourth grade at endline in schools
where teachers were assigned to second grade in year 2010 received zero exposure;
students who were in third grade at endline in schools where the contract teacher
was placed in third grade in 2010 were exposed for ten months in 2011; and students
in fourth grade at endline in schools where the contract teacher was placed in third
grade in 2010 were exposed for seven months in 2010.

we now re-deﬁne the treatment as a continuous variable ranging
from zero to seventeen.25
The pattern of effect sizes using this continuous treatment
variable is similar to the binary school-level treatment speciﬁcation.
This indicates that the treatment effects we observe are indeed
linked to the intended length of exposure of contract teacher deployment. The results are presented in Table 7 where the dependent
variable is the pooled test score in English and Mathematics now
standardized relative to the control group within each grade (since
grades are no longer equally balanced across treatment and control). The upper panel shows the pooled results, the bottom panel
distinguishes by implementing agency. For comparison, we repeat
the original binary treatment speciﬁcation in column (1) using the
re-standardized test scores.
While it is reassuring that our results appear to be driven by
students who were intended to have more exposure to a contract
teacher, the fact that the effect sizes are similar – rather than larger
– when comparing classes also within treatment schools could be
a consequence of spillovers (through teachers being deployed in
grades beyond the designated ones as seen in Section 4 and/or class
size changes manifesting in other than the intended grade). We
explore this by examining how test scores are related to (endogenous) variation in teacher deployment at both the school and grade
level. In particular, we present OLS regressions of test scores on
actual months the school hired a teacher, both in levels and interacted with a dummy for whether the school strictly followed the
intervention protocol.26
Relative to the ITT estimates, we ﬁnd bigger coeﬃcients overall and in the NGO treatment arm, while the government treatment
arm continues to show zero impact. Overall, we take these results,
both exploiting exogenous and endogenous treatment variation,
as evidence that it is exposure to contract teachers, rather than
‘Hawthorne’ effects, which are driving the treatment effects.
5.3. Contract variations and training
So far we’ve focused on the generic treatment of receiving a
contract teacher, managed either by the government or the NGO.
Within each treatment arm, we also randomly assigned three variations in the program design, related to training, devolution, and
pay. First, half of the treatment schools received an overlapping
training intervention for school management committees. Duﬂo et
al. (2015) show that training school management committees (SMCs)
in their governance responsibilities are an effective complement to
the contract teacher intervention, which we sought to emulate here.
Second, in half of treatment schools, the SMC was given direct, local
control over teacher recruitment and payment. Third, in a quarter
of the treatment schools, contract teachers received a considerably
higher salary. Each of these variations is of independent interest, but
may also shed light on the central discrepancy between NGO and
government implementation.
The most ﬂexible speciﬁcation would be to estimate a fully saturated model, with separate treatment effects for each of these
twenty-four cells. For each of the three program variations and the
variation in government versus NGO implementation, there are two
treatment conditions, yielding sixteen cells plus the pure control
schools. Deﬁne four 1 − by − 2 vectors for each school j, one for
each treatment condition, e.g., NGO = {I[NGOjt = 0]I[NGOjt = 1]},

25
Since there is overwhelming evidence that the impact of inputs applied at earlier
dates fades out with time, we also estimate a speciﬁcation (not shown here) where
we take account of the timing of exposure. We ﬁnd no signiﬁcant difference between
seven months of early exposure and ten months of late exposure.
26
For the latter, we focus on the sample that was intended to be treated, omitting
students in treatment schools where intended treatment was zero months.
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Table 7
Intensity of treatment.

Z

Experimental variation

Endogenous variation

(1)

(3)

(2)

.093
(.073)

Length of intended exposure

.088
(.077)

Mos. of Contract Teacher

.123
(.077)

Months employed a teacher × Strict compliance
Obs.
Z× NGO
Z× Gov

8220
.169
(.084)∗∗
.015
(.087)

Intended exposure × NGO

8220

8220

.130
(.100)
7083

.168
(.098)∗
.005
(.098)

Intended exposure × Gov
Months of teacher × NGO

.207
(.089)∗∗
.022
(.103)

Months of teacher × Gov
Months of teacher × Strict compliance × NGO
Months of teacher × Strict compliance × Gov
Obs.

(4)

8220

8220

8220

.298
(.136)∗∗
−.023
(.122)
7083

The dependent variable is a standardized score on a math and English test administered to pupils in grades 3 and 4 in
2011 and grades 1, 2 and 3 in 2009 (here standardized within each test and relative to the control group). The upper
panel presents the results for the pooled scores and the bottom panel distinguishes by implementing agency. Column 1
repeats the main speciﬁcation (column 2 in Table 6) with the re-standardized test score. Column 2 re-deﬁnes the school
level treatment dummy to reﬂect the length of experimental exposure: It is set to 1 (17 out of 17 possible months) for
students tested in third grade at endline in schools where the teacher was placed in second grade in 2010. In schools
where the teacher was placed in third grade in 2010 the treatment variable is set to 10/17 for students tested in third
grade at endline and to 7/17 for students tested in fourth grade at endline. It is set to zero for students tested in fourth
grade at endline in schools where the teacher was placed in second grade in 2010 and third grade in 2011. Column
3 regresses on actual exposure in each treatment school (as share of 17 months a teacher was employed). Column 4
regresses on the interaction of months the school employed a teacher times strict compliance in terms of placement in
the intended classroom comparing the sample that was intended to be treated to control schools. All regressions control
for baseline test scores and standard errors are clustered at the school level.

and similarly for SMC, Local, and High. Our regression speciﬁcation
is then
Yijt = a3 + b3 • (NGOjt ⊗ SMCjt ⊗ Highjt ⊗ Localjt ) + c3 Xjt + e3ijt (3)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product of vectors yielding all sixteen possible indicator variables, • denotes a dot product or inner
product, and b3 is a 1-by-16 vector of coeﬃcients. For reasons of
both statistical power and ease of interpretation, we also present
results that aggregate the coeﬃcients in Eq. (3) into separate indicators for each of the three program variants and an overall treatment
indicator, as well as several intermediate combinations that combine
any two program variants.27,28 Note again that none of the program

27
See Muralidharan et al. (2018) for a discussion of speciﬁcation choice with crosscutting designs. Reliance on a more parsimonious speciﬁcation requires assumptions
about equality of parameters across sub-groups that must be motivated by underlying
hypotheses, or else run the risk of data-based model selection and incorrect inference.
28
Random assignment to contract variation is balanced in the full sample and within
each implementer for the accountability training and salary variation where differences across cells are both small and insigniﬁcant. For the hiring cross-cut, we ﬁnd
that schools in the NGO treatment arm had signiﬁcantly higher test scores at baseline
when hiring was done locally, while the opposite was true in the government treatment arm. Looking at the cells in the fully saturated model, we see sizeable imbalances
as a consequence of the small number of schools in each cell. For this reason, we focus
on results that control for baseline scores and those that aggregate over several cells.
Results available on request.

variants applied to the control schools without a contract teacher.
We present results with and without controlling for average baseline
scores at the school level in Table 8.
For completeness, we present all sixteen coeﬃcients from the
fully saturated model in Table 8. In our preferred speciﬁcation controlling for a school’s baseline test scores (columns 4 and 6), four
of the sixteen coeﬃcients are statistically signiﬁcant. To make more
sense of these results, Fig. 1 groups the coeﬃcients in linear combinations to test the effect of each contractual variation in isolation.29
Note that the coeﬃcients in Fig. 1 do not represent new estimates,
but rather post-estimation combinations of the results from the fully
saturated model in Table 8.30
We ﬁnd some evidence that school management training had a
positive effect on learning, particularly when combined with other
program elements. Pooling the coeﬃcients from all arms where the
SMC was trained to supervise the contract teacher program, we ﬁnd
a signiﬁcant positive effect on test scores of 0.2 standard deviations

29
Note that the study is somewhat under-powered to study these cross-cutting
interventions separately for government and NGO treatment arms. Given the small
sample, it is worth noting the (ex post) power calculations for these tests. With an
intraclass correlation of 0.33 in our endline test data and a correlation of 0.43 between
baseline and endline scores, the MDE for a single treatment arm (i.e., government or
NGO implementation) is approximately 0.26 standard deviations.
30
For instance, the top left panel of Fig. 1 averages all coeﬃcients from groups that
received SMC training, and compares that to the average coeﬃcient across all other
groups that received a contract teacher, using Stata’s lincom command.
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Table 8
The effect of experimental contract variations on student learning.
Pooled

No SMC - Central - Low
SMC - Central - Low
No SMC - Local- Low
No SMC - Central- High
SMC - Local - Low
SMC - Central - High
No SMC - Local - High
SMC - Local - High

Linear combinations
SMC - Central - High
SMC - Local - High
Baseline test scores (school average)
Obs.

NGO

Gov

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

.149
(.112)
.165
(.162)
.123
(.149)
.062
(.216)
.022
(.148)
.194
(.221)
.003
(.216)
.745
(.323)∗∗

.205
(.107)∗
.160
(.133)
.103
(.130)
−.138
(.152)
−.043
(.118)
.345
(.091)∗∗∗
−.044
(.123)
.459
(.192)∗∗

.123
(.126)
.180
(.218)
.292
(.181)
−.239
(.140)∗
−.020
(.205)
−.128
(.144)
.065
(.362)
1.276
(.611)∗∗

.280
(.128)∗∗
.155
(.181)
.276
(.183)
−.027
(.085)
.010
(.142)
.163
(.078)∗∗
.032
(.193)
.805
(.364)∗∗

.175
(.159)
.151
(.220)
−.045
(.216)
.363
(.398)
.064
(.191)
.516
(.407)
−.060
(.218)
.214
(.185)

.130
(.152)
.165
(.177)
−.070
(.165)
−.248
(.283)
−.096
(.171)
.527
(.153)∗∗∗
−.119
(.127)
.113
(.091)

.013
(.222)
.642
(.322)∗∗

.245
(.081)∗∗∗
.375
(.186)∗∗
X
8220

.393
(.410)

.545
(.149)∗∗∗

5893

X
5549

8812

1.237
(.612)∗∗
5915

.678
(.364)∗
X
5580

See notes for Table 6. The dependent variable is the combined score on the English and Mathematics test, standardized relative
to control schools in each year. Columns (3)–(6) report the coeﬃcients from the fully saturated regression in Eq. (3), estimated
with and without baseline controls. Column (1) reports the average of the coeﬃcients in column (3) and (5) to give the treatment
effects in the pooled sample. Column (2) reports the average of the coeﬃcients in column (4) and (6).

in the sample as a whole, driven disproportionately by the government arm.31 Disaggregating again to allow for contract variations to
have complementary effects, we see that the combination of SMC
training and a high salary appears to have a stronger positive effect,
in the pooled sample and both the NGO and government-run arms.
Combining results in an alternative sequence, we see that SMC training was particularly effective in the government arm when combined
with central hiring.
In contrast, neither local control over hiring nor higher salaries
had any effect on average when pooling the coeﬃcients from various treatment arms (see top-middle and top-right panels of Fig. 1).
These null results mask some heterogeneity between the NGO and
government arms, however. There is some sign that local hiring had
perverse effects in the government arm, and higher salaries had a
small positive effect in the NGO-run program.32
Given the limited number of observations in each cell, we must
be extremely cautious in interpreting these results. However, we
see some evidence in Fig. 1 that coupling SMC training with
high salary led to signiﬁcantly better results (0.36 of a standard
deviation in all treatment arms) than the average across all other
cells. Results in the cross-section are qualitatively similar, but less
precisely estimated. Compared to the aggregation that considers

31
In previous versions of the paper, we estimated the impact of each contract variation in isolation using a more parsimonious model with just one dummy variable
for each contract variation. In such a speciﬁcation, we found no result of any of the
contract variations. The difference in results is due to the fact that the high salary
cells are weighted differently when calculating average effects in the two speciﬁcations, namely according to number of observations in the parsimonious speciﬁcation
and equally in the fully saturated model, and that the fully saturated model allows for
non-linearities while the parsimonious regression does not.
32
While the overall null result on teacher pay stands in contrast to some of the
results in the literature (Ferraz and Finan, 2009), it is consistent with recent research
by de Ree et al. (2018), who found that a doubling of pay for Indonesian school teachers had no effect on test scores. Though it should be noted that in our context, the
wage variation entails both a selection effect and an incentive effect, while de Ree et
al. (2018) study a wage increase for ex-ante identical teachers.

each contract variation in isolation, these results suggest that the
anticipated positive effect of a higher salary for contract teachers is
only ‘switched on’ when combined with local accountability training,
and vice versa: treatment effects in the cell that combines SMC
training with a low salary are much smaller.
Overall, the results suggest that there are important complementarities between each of the contract variations and between
contract variations and implementing agency. These complementarities are seen most clearly by inspecting the coeﬃcients in the fully
saturated model in Table 8: The contract cell that one would expect a
priori to function best, namely salary incentives coupled with strong
local accountability, indeed leads to the highest test score gains, 0.81
of a standard deviation higher than in control schools, but only in
the NGO treatment arm. In the government treatment arm, on the
other hand, being able to rely on established bureaucracies in hiring
is vital for test score gains to materialize. As a result, it is the cell that
combines SMC training and high salary with central hiring that sees
the largest test score gains relative to control schools, 0.53 of a standard deviation. When looking at pairwise comparisons of the cells,
we cannot always reject the null that the ‘optimal’ design for each
implementer performs identically to each of the other contract cells,
and in particular to the one that is the polar opposite. However, we
can conclude with conﬁdence that the optimal cell leads to higher
test scores than averaging across all other designs. Results are similar
in the cross-section, but less precise.
Importantly, while the overall comparison points to an unsuccessful intervention in the government treatment arm, the analysis
of the contract variations admits a more nuanced picture. In both
treatment arms, there exist combinations that lead to large test score
gains (though we caution against drawing overly strong conclusions
given the small sample size and the highly non-linear nature of the
results). Hence, concluding that the government cannot implement a
contract teacher intervention would be too simplistic; it can if it gets
the details right.
Successfully conducting a contract teacher program is however
not quite the same as being able to scale it up. Although we do not
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Fig. 1. The effect of experimental contract variations on student learning ctd. (Linear combinations of the coeﬃcients in column (2), (4) and (6) of Table 8).

have data on the performance of teachers in the national scale-up,
the contract variations do allow us to speculate a little. In particular,
local accountability training, which was both an expensive and timeconsuming part of the intervention seems to be crucial for beneﬁts
to materialize. This was the element that – alongside dynamic incentives – was dropped in the national scale-up, making it most similar
to the ‘no SMC training – Central – High salary’ cell in our experiment,
which incurred the worst results when controlling for baseline scores
(negative and insigniﬁcant) and performed substantially worse than
the optimal outcome in the cross-section in the government treatment arm. That is, based on our experimental design, there are
contract variations with which government can successfully implement contract teacher programs, but they were not the variations
endogenously chosen.

the number of monitoring visits made to treatment schools, and indicators of union activity and identiﬁcation. Second, we report simple
correlations between the ﬁnal outcome variable (improvements in
test score performance over the duration of the program) and these
intermediate outcomes associated with various causal mechanisms.
Third, we add interaction terms to the main treatment effects speciﬁcation from equation (1) to examine the plausibility that the national
controversy surrounding the hiring of 18,000 contract teachers disproportionately affected teachers in the government treatment arm,
and thus helps to explain the differential effect on test scores. We
use both observational (to measure absenteeism) and survey data
collected as part of the follow-up survey, as well as data based on
exit interviews with contract teachers conducted after the follow-up
survey.33

6. Mechanisms

6.1. Teacher selection

We now turn to examining mechanisms which could explain the
overall performance of the program and in particular the difference
in performance between contract teachers in the NGO and government treatment arms. We explore three sets of explanations. We
argue that the ﬁrst two are likely a function of working with government, at least in Kenya and similar settings, independent of the
scale of the program: differences in the selection and motivation
of teachers hired, and weak monitoring and accountability within
government systems. We also explore a third mechanism that may
have undermined the government’s performance that is potentially
related to scaling up per se: the effect of the political response to the
contract teacher program by the national teachers’ union.
Methodologically, we proceed in three steps. First, we present
treatment effects of random assignment to the government or NGO
treatment arm on intermediate outcomes, such as the observable
human capital of contract teachers recruited through the program,

While the protocol for teacher recruitment was the same for the
government and the NGO treatment arms, these institutions may
have differed in the kind or quality of teachers they attracted. In
practice, we see that the Ministry hired teachers with higher educational attainment, although there is no signiﬁcant difference in terms
of teaching qualiﬁcations (Table 9, Panel A). Teachers in the government arm are also more likely to be female. There is no signiﬁcant
difference in terms of age between government and NGO. Interestingly, none of these observable skills or demographic characteristics

33
For the exit interviews, we were able to track 111 contract teachers drawn from
84 of the 108 schools that employed a teacher. There are more teachers than schools,
because teachers who did not stay for the entirety of the program were replaced by
new hires. Absenteeism data is available for 76 of the 108 treated schools. Attrition
was not systematically related to treatment arm (government vs. NGO), treatment
effects, initial pupil-teacher ratio and baseline scores.
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are signiﬁcantly correlated with changes in test scores (column 4,
Table 9).34
The government and NGO arms may also differ in the extent of
‘local capture’ of the hiring process by existing public servant teachers, as Duﬂo et al. (2015) showed in an NGO program. The percentage
of contract teachers who were friends of existing teachers or SMC
members was two thirds in the government treatment arm, almost
twice as high as in the NGO treatment arm (Panel A, Table 9). While
this ﬁnding might suggest a corrupted hiring process in the government arm, it is also possible that teachers in the government
arm were hired more locally and are therefore better connected. In
any case, the indicator of local capture does not show the negative
correlation with test score improvements that one might expect.
In sum, while we ﬁnd minor differences in observable characteristics between teachers in the NGO and government treatment arms,
observational data analysis provides little reason to suspect that
these differences drove differences in treatment effects on learning.
A possibility remains that the NGO (being a well-regarded and wellknown organization in Kenya) may have been able to attract more
motivated teachers. Certainly, from other contexts there is evidence
that not-for-proﬁt providers as well as more pro-social occupations may be more attractive to intrinsically motivated employees.35
While we cannot rule this out, we deem it less likely to be the case
here. First, the NGO partner, has never been active in school management or the employment of teachers, and second, regardless of
the implementing agency, the employment contract was directly
between the school and the teacher.
6.2. Monitoring and accountability
We ﬁnd modest differences in teacher absenteeism and external
supervision between the government and NGO treatment arms and
some sign that these differences explain student outcomes; in particular, the signiﬁcantly higher rate of salary delays in the government
arm is strongly (negatively) correlated with learning gains.
Ex ante, there is strong reason to suspect that the Ministry’s
routine monitoring system of teachers operated by the Quality
Assurance and Standards Directorate is quite weak and this could
contribute to the different outcomes in the NGO and the government
treatment arm. Our baseline survey shows roughly 25% absenteeism
among civil service teachers, while the Kenyan Anti-Corruption
Commission estimates that there are 32,000 ghost teachers on the
government’s payroll, representing 14% of all teachers (Siringi, 2007).
We compare government and NGO along three dimensions
related to implementation and management of the program: teacher
effort as measured by presence in the classroom during an unannounced visit, monitoring of schools, and successful management of
the payroll (Table 9, Panel B).
Teacher presence in the classroom is indeed higher in schools
managed by the NGO (73% versus 63%), and they were 11% more
likely to have received a monitoring visit than schools in the government treatment arm. Only the latter difference is statistically

34

Comparing the contract teachers interviewed to a representative sample of contract teachers in Kenyan public primary schools from the World Bank Service Delivery
Indicator (SDI) data set, we ﬁnd teachers in our sample comparable in terms of age
and gender ratio. In line with the stipulations of the program, they tend to have more
education and training than the average contract teacher and are less likely to be born
in the district in which they work. They are thus more representative of recent teacher
trainees who are working as contract teachers while waiting for a civil service job.
35
Reinikka and Svensson (2010) show evidence in the context of health providers
in Uganda that is consistent with not-for-proﬁt providers being able to attract more
altruistic employees. Similarly, Deserranno (2016) shows that community health
worker jobs that signal a more pro-social output attract more intrinsically motivated
applicants.

signiﬁcant, however, and while the correlations with test scores are
large and have the anticipated signs, they are imprecisely estimated.
Similar differences are observed in the management of the payroll
system and prompt payment of salaries. We ﬁnd an average salary
delay of roughly three months in the government arm, compared to
two months in the NGO arm, and these delays are signiﬁcantly negatively correlated with test score improvements. Taking the point
estimates in Table 9 at face value, an increase in salary delays of one
month accounts for one third of the difference in test scores between
NGO and government. Related to this, we ﬁnd signiﬁcantly higher
turnover in the government treatment arm, which is negatively (but
not signiﬁcantly) correlated with test scores.
6.3. Unionization, expectations and credibility of short-term contracts
We hypothesize that teachers’ expectations and performance will
differ when offered identical contracts by an international NGO or a
national government. The effect of a ﬁxed-term contract on teacher
performance is likely mediated by teachers’ beliefs about the credibility of that contract. Theoretically, short-term teacher contracts are
predicated on the operation of dynamic incentives and career concerns (Holmstrom, 1982; Dewatripont et al., 1999a,b). While NGOs
may be able to commit to employing teachers only if they perform
well, the same contract may lack credibility within a weak public
sector bureaucracy and highly unionized civil service system.36
Note that we focus on a difference in expectations, not actual
union coverage.37 In response to the government’s ambitious plan to
hire 18,000 contract teachers, the union ﬁled a lawsuit and launched
a series of labor actions which culminated in a national strike and
the government conceding to make all these teachers permanent
civil servants in September 2011. Formally, teachers employed in
our research project were not covered by the negotiations between
the government and the teachers’ union, and there was no significant difference between treatment arms in the share of teachers
employed as civil service teachers following the program. Nevertheless, we hypothesize that teachers in the government treatment arm
were more likely to perceive the outcome of the union negotiation –
which was ongoing through most of the intervention studied here –
as affecting them personally, and further, that the prospect of a permanent unionized job undermined the dynamic incentives provided
by a short-term teaching contract in the government treatment arm.
We present three pieces of evidence consistent with the idea that
the political backlash had a negative impact on the effectiveness of
the contract teacher program that was unique to the government
treatment arm. First, we see large and signiﬁcant differences in union
identiﬁcation between contract teachers in the NGO and government arms (see Panel A, Table 10).38 Only 15% of teachers in the
NGO treatment arm stated that the union represented their interests, while two and a half times as many (almost 40%) of teachers in
the government treatment arm believed that the union represented
them. Interestingly, this large difference in self-identiﬁcation with
the union is not reﬂected in any difference in active involvement,
such as self-reported participation in the national strike.

36
Note that the central role of expectations and dynamic incentives in the performance of contract teachers may make the challenge of scaling up within government
institutions particularly challenging for programs of this type, in ways that would be
less problematic for, say, providing additional textbooks or school infrastructure.
37
An alternative hypothesis, suggested by a referee, is that fairness norms rather
than expectations or dynamic incentives explain the political backlash we document
in this section. Contract teachers working for less money alongside civil service teachers earning more money may view this as particularly unfair if the government is
paying both parties.
38
Note that in the text we use the phrase “self-identiﬁcation with the union” or
simply “union identiﬁcation” to refer to the response to the question: “Do you believe
the union represented your interests throughout the [experimental contract teacher]
program?”
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Table 9
Hiring, monitoring and implementation.
Gov.

NGO

Difference

Corr. w/ test score gains

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Panel A: Socio-economic characteristics
Age

29.983

29.760

Female

.550

.294

Post-secondary education

.200

.020

Advanced professional qualiﬁcation

.100

.137

Friend or relative of teacher or SMC member

.667

.373

.223
(.938)
.256
(.097)∗∗∗
.180
(.064)∗∗∗
−.037
(.061)
.294
(.100)∗∗∗

.0007
(.011)
.055
(.099)
−.098
(.147)
.091
(.147)
.056
(.101)

Panel B: Monitoring and accountability
Presence in school

.628

.727

Any monitoring visit to school

.850

.961

Average salary delay (months)

3.000

2.094

Turnover

.714

.455

−.099
(.110)
−.111
(.053)∗∗
.906
(.292)∗∗∗
.260
(.111)∗∗

.098
(.137)
.210
(.157)
−.057
(.034)∗
−.100
(.091)

Panel C: After the experiment
Still working at program school

.379

.280

Permanent and pensionable

.424

.469

Obs.

60

51

.099
(.098)
−.046
(.092)
111

.070
(.106)
.126
(.100)
102

Summary statistics are based on exit interviews with 111 contract teachers (60 from the government and 51 from
the NGO treatment arm, respectively) in 84 treatment schools. Absenteeism is based on 76 observations in treatment
schools. Standard errors are clustered at the school level. “Presence in school” = 1 if the teacher was present in school
during an announced visit; “Permanent and pensionable” = 1 if the teacher is employed as a civil-service teacher after
the end of the RCT. Column 4 reports the coeﬃcient in a regression of changes in test scores between 2009 and 2011
separately on each of the intermediate outcomes and a constant.

Second, we ﬁnd a strong and signiﬁcant relationship between
union identiﬁcation and changes in test scores. The difference in test
scores between a teacher who felt represented by the union and
a teacher who did not accounts almost exactly for the difference
in test scores between NGO and government treatment arm. While
these estimates are merely correlations, the results are consistent
with the hypothesis that the national controversy surrounding the
contract teacher scale-up spread to the contract teachers in the government treatment arm and negatively affected their performance,
while teachers in the NGO treatment arm were largely immune
to the political struggle between the government and the teachers
union.
Third, we ﬁnd that the contract teacher intervention generates
reduced effects on learning and intermediate outcomes when contract teachers are exposed to either union representatives or the
scaled-up national contract teacher program – but this heterogeneous effect only emerges in the government arm of the experiment. The underlying hypothesis here is that union representatives
and contract teachers employed by the government in the national
scale-up would signal to experimental teachers in the government
treatment arm that the employment guarantee agreed upon by the
government and the union would also extend to them.
Consistent with this, results show that contact with the union
increases the likelihood of identifying with the union by a statistically signiﬁcant 50% for teachers in the government treatment
arm, but only by a mere 8% for teachers in the NGO treatment arm
(column (1) and (2) of Panel B in Table 10). The difference between
the two coeﬃcients is signiﬁcant at the 5% level. Similarly, the presence of one (or more) of the 18,000 contract teachers in a school
where the experimental teacher is managed by the government is
associated with a 12% higher probability of identifying with the

union (though this coeﬃcient is not signiﬁcant), while the association is exactly zero in a school where the experimental teacher is
managed by the NGO.39 Furthermore, the treatment effect on student
learning in the government treatment arm is 0.3 and 0.25 of a standard deviation lower, respectively, if the contract teacher had contact
with the union or one of the 18,000 government contract teachers. In
the NGO treatment arm, we see no such heterogeneity of effects.40
Taken at face value, the results in column (3) and (4) of Table 10
imply that our main result – the performance gap between NGO
and government schools in the experiment – was roughly halved
where the experimental subjects had only limited exposure to the
national scale-up and surrounding controversy, i.e, where experimentally assigned contract teachers in the government treatment
arm had no observed interaction with the teacher’s union or the
18,000 non-experimental government contract teachers.
To summarize, we examined three hypotheses to explain the performance gap between the government and NGO treatment arms.
We found limited evidence to support the idea that the government

39
A month prior to the end line survey, a national teacher strike took place. One
might therefore suppose that the results in our experiment may be driven by the
fact that teachers were absent from school during the strike and that teachers in the
government treatment arm were more likely to participate in the strike. However,
as shown in Panel A of the table, there was no signiﬁcant difference in reported
strike participation between the two treatment arms and no signiﬁcant effect of strike
participation itself on test scores.
40
The effect of labor strife on productivity has also been documented by Krueger
and Mas (2004) in the case of American tire manufacturers. However, we do note that
there was no difference in actual union activity (and in particular strike participation)
between the two treatment arms, and therefore interpret the observed effect as being
a consequence of different expectations as to the credibility of the short-term contract
in the two treatment arms.
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Table 10
Mechanisms: Political Economy and scaling up.
Gov.

NGO

Difference

Corr. w/ test score gains

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Panel A: Summary statistics
Desire a long-term job

0.632

0.706

Union represented my interests

0.377

0.149

Took any union action during program

0.428

0.444

Union exposure

0.325

0.382

Exposure to scale-up

0.333

0.379

−0.074
(0.089)
0.228
(0.089)∗∗
−0.017
(0.041)
−0.057
(0.062)
−0.051
(0.088)

0.025
(0.109)
−0.205
(0.111)∗
−0.032
(0.220)
−0.119
(0.138)
−0.109
(0.103)

Panel B: Regression results
Z × Gov
Z × NGO× Exposure to union
Z × Gov× Exposure to union

Union identiﬁcation

Test-score gains

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.084
(0.101)
0.083
(0.120)
0.548∗∗∗
(0.168)

0.157
(0.116)

−0.072
(0.152)
0.042
(0.186)
−0.292∗
(0.158)

−0.075
(0.120)

Z × NGO× Exposure to gov’t scale-up
Z × Gov× Exposure to gov’t scale-up
Observations

100

−0.009
(0.115)
0.121
(0.154)
95

102

0.029
(0.145)
−0.263∗
(0.143)
107

Panel A: “Union represented my interests” = 1 if the teacher said yes to, “Do you believe the union represented your
interests throughout the [experimental contract teacher] program?”; “Desire for long-term employment” = 1 if the
teacher mentioned long-term employment as their main expectation from the program; and “Took any union action
during program” is the average of the following dummy variables: the teacher was a union member during the program; teacher could explain the purpose of union strike action against the contract teacher program; teacher reports
participation in the national strike in 2011. “Union exposure” is the weighted average of the following dummy variables:
“Was the school ever visited by a union representative?” and “Did the teacher ever attend a union meeting?”. “Exposure
to gov’t scale-up” is a an indicator variable taking a value of 1 if one (or more) of the 18,000 (non-experimental) government contract teachers was also placed in the school. Column 4 reports the coeﬃcient in a regression of changes in test
scores between 2009-2011 separately on each of the intermediate outcomes and a constant. Panel B: The dependent
variable in column (1) and (2) is union identiﬁcation, which is a dummy variable set equal to 1 if the teacher said that
the union represented his/her interests during the program, and zero otherwise. The dependent variable in column (3)
and (4) is changes in test scores between 2009 and 2011. Z takes a value of 0 at baseline for all schools, and 1 in the
follow-up survey only if the school was assigned to any treatment arm; Gov is an indicator variable for the government
treatment arm. Standard errors are clustered at the school level.

program failed due to recruiting lower quality teachers, and somewhat stronger evidence that limited monitoring and accountability
in the government program undermined results. Note that we characterize both of these mechanisms as features of working with the
Kenyan government, regardless of scale. Finally, we presented a variety of evidence that the government program failed in part due to
the political backlash it provoked. We consider this a function of
going to scale per se, and argue that the measurable effects of the
political backlash account for roughly half of the NGO-government
performance gap.41 The results of the implementation of the contract
teacher program in Kenya, though only suggestive, are thus largely
consistent with the “seesaw effect” stressed by Acemoglu (2010):
large-scale policy interventions of this sort are likely to provoke

41
This political dynamic is by no means unique to Kenya: teacher unions tend to
be strong and vociferous opponents to accountability reforms in many countries (see
Murillo (1999) and Bruns and Lucque (2014) for examples from Latin America, and
cases in India (Compton and Weiner, 2012a,b) and the US (Barr, 2006). Theoretically,
the issue of unions opposing such reforms is examined in Lindbeck and Snower (1989)
and stated in general form in Lavy (2007). However, there are also examples where
unions have collaborated in accountability reforms: during the 1990s and 2000s, the
Chilean government implemented an ambitious reform of the education sector in
cooperation with the teacher union (see Mizala and Schneider, 2014).

political economy reactions from groups whose rents are threatened
by reform, creating an endogenous policy response that counteracts
the objectives of reform.

6.4. After the program
In panel C of Table 9, we examine the experience of contract
teachers following the program. We ﬁnd that about half the contract teachers have progressed to permanent and pensionable civil
service status and about a third of teachers have been retained
by program schools with no signiﬁcant differences between intervention arms. We ﬁnd a positive, but not signiﬁcant relationship
between teacher value added and subsequent civil service status
(and a smaller positive relationship between performance and retention), which is of similar size across implementing agency. This is
consistent with ﬁndings by Duﬂo et al. (2015) who ﬁnd a strong relationship between teacher performance and subsequent progression
to civil service status, but also our own understanding of the civil
service employment procedure, which uses an algorithm for civil service employment that is heavily weighted towards time passed since
graduation with little weight given to prior teaching experience or
performance (Barton et al., 2017).
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7. Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the ﬁrst attempt to
employ experimental methods to test organizational and political
economy limitations to translating NGO tested programs to government implementation at national scale. We report on a randomized
trial showing that contract teachers signiﬁcantly raise pupil test
scores when implemented by an international NGO. These effects
disappear when the program is (a) implemented within the bureaucratic structures of the Kenyan government and (b) extended to a
national scale. We show evidence that this is driven by the concomitant political response from vested interests opposed to the
program.
Methodologically, notable caveats in our experimental design
include the lack of pupil-level panel data, and statistically insignificant but non-trivial baseline imbalance in some outcomes despite
randomization. We present evidence that student attrition and
accretion do not drive our main effects, and that the NGO treatment
led to learning gains after controlling for schools’ baseline learning
levels.
We also study several variants of the basic contract teacher intervention, randomizing devolution of hiring and ﬁring authority to
the school, training for school management committees, and teacher
salary levels. Statistical power here is limited, results are mixed, and
not consistently statistically signiﬁcant, but there is some evidence
that the combination of higher salaries and SMC training (and in the
NGO treatment arm, devolution of hiring authority) produced much
larger treatment effects. Notably, these elements were not adopted
in the government’s national scale-up of the program.
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that the government, subject to union pressure, would struggle to credibly
enforce teacher contracts. But our evidence stems from one particular Kenyan government institution, under pressure from a strong
public sector union, compared to a well-established international
NGO. We would be cautious in generalizing our results to the Kenyan
government in its entirety, much less to developing-country governments and NGOs more broadly. In fact, a recent example from Kenya
of a successful scale-up by government is the national deworming campaign inspired largely by the work of Miguel and Kremer
(2004). So while our results are not intended to suggest a universal
ranking of organizational effectiveness placing NGOs above public
institutions, they do suggest a dimension of external validity of program evaluation to which future policy-oriented research should be
attentive: namely an examination of government implementation
when trying to understand the impact of accountability reforms and
incentive programs, especially so in developing countries with weak
public sector institutions. Our paper is an attempt to do just that
using experimental methods.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2018.08.007.
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